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Basements Working Group  

Meeting Minutes 
25 March 2015 

Opening 
The meeting of the Basements Working Group  took place from 1pm – 3pm on 
25 March 2015 in the Freeman Suite (Spring Room) Kensington Town Hall. 

 

Present 
 Name Representing 
1 Michael Bach Kensington Society and VRARA 
2 Sophia Lambert Ladbroke Association 
3 Clive Wilson Norland Conservation Society 
4 

Marina Murray 
Markham Square Residents 
Association 

5 Simon Haslam Basement Force 
6 Stephen Merritt London Basement Company 
7 Michael Stephen Chelsea Society 
8 Antony Walker ESSA 
9 Iain McKay (Onslow) Onslow Neighbourhood Association 
10 Friederike Maeda (ACGRA) ACGRA 
11 Thomas Blomberg Trustee of Ken Society and CTRAA 
12 Dr James Thompson KRACR 
13 Robina Rose Friends of Portobello 
14 Jonathan Bore PBD 
15 Preeti Gulati PBD 
16 Jon Wade PBD 
17 Erin Lawn PBD 
18 Jim Gardiner Alan Baxter and Associates 
19 James McCool Transport and Highways 
20 Ian Hooper  EH 
21 Julian Trill EH 
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A Introduction 

JB Opened the meeting and explained that the SPD is currently out 
for consultation. This closes on 1 April 2015. 

B Pre-Application Consultation 

MB 

 

Raised the issue of the timing and duration of the pre-
application consultation and how the applicant has responded to 
any comments that were made. 

ES Consultation is proposed with the neighbours but should also be 
included with residents’ associations. 

 

SL More guidance is needed for developers on the consultation. SL 
will provide the Council with some text. This could even take the 
form of a separate readymade hand-out. 

 

FM It would be good if residents had direct access to the case 
officer. 

 

SH Asked for clarification on formal pre-application process and the 
pre-application consultation with residents. This was confusing 
in the document. He also asked that in paragraph 2.2 – the 
wording should be changed to ‘strongly advised to.......’  
 
Raised concern about the use of should in relation to pre-app 
and CTMP’s. This sounds like policy. Can this be used to refuse 
a planning application? 

 

SM CTMP-proforma requires consultation. This ‘must happen’. This 
is more onerous than the policy. 
 

JB Pre-application consultation is very important and the Council 
wishes to strongly encourage it. If it is not undertaken it can 
result in a number of unresolved issues when the planning 
application is submitted which in turn can result in a refusal. The 
Council cannot refuse an application solely on the basis that 
pre-application consultation was not undertaken. 
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SL Raised the wider issue of being notified about changes to 
applications - conditions etc. This related to all developments 
not just basements. 

 
JB Stated that these issues will be considered to see if it is possible 

for the Council to change its approach. 
C Design Guidance 

MB Raised in relation to listed buildings that the later extension is 
also listed and therefore it is not appropriate to form the link to 
the basement from here as stated in the Draft SPD. 
 

AW The document should refer to the designated heritage asset 
which is something that includes more than just the building. 
 

CW The Council should not really allow any underpinning of a listed 
building. 
 

JB Explained that the Council cannot introduce new policy in an 
SPD and that Policy CL7 does not preclude basements in the 
gardens of listed buildings (subject to meeting a range of 
criteria). 
 

MB Light wells are not included in the calculations of gardens under 
the new policy. 
 

PGT/EL Pointed out that this was not the case as the policy is clear and 
includes ‘open areas’ which would include lightwells. 
 

RR Ornate railings are being lost as a result of basement 
development to very plain ones or none at all. The document 
should emphasise the importance of railings and mention 
ironwork as an important feature of the street. 
 

SH Raised the query if the SPD guidance was supposed to be more 
onerous than Policy CL7. 
 

JB Explained it was not more onerous but provided more detailed 
explanation and guidance but the lead policy was Policy CL7. 
 

MB The SPD should include guidance on covering of lightwells with 
glass. 
 

EL Explained that the Council has existing policies which can be 
used to assess such proposals. 
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D Large Sites 

RR Highlighted that cumulatively many small sites can add up to 0.5 
hectares. 
 

JB Explained that if the small sites were added up as suggested 
then an exception to the policy will apply (and reminded RR that 
she had raised this the last time). The policy was not intended to 
be used in this way. 
 

MB Welcomed the section and noted that it included Duke’s Lodge 
as an example of not a ‘large site’. 
 

E CMS 

SL In relation to paragraph 5.3 about the Council seeking 
independent advice on a CMS – Expand the terms of conditions 
like Camden appear to do. This would mean that the Council 
gets independent advice in each case that is particularly 
vulnerable. Camden does this. 
 

JB Explained that paragraph 5.3 would only be used as an absolute 
exception. 
 

SL Reiterated that previously Jim Gardiner from Alan Baxter and 
Associates had stated that 20% of the CMS that they reviewed 
were inadequate. 
 

RR Stated that Camden requires applicants to have to pay for an 
independent hydrogeologist if required. 
 
If the Council does not seek this advice it creates an uneven 
playing field and not everyone (ie neighbours) can hire a 
hydrogeologist/structural engineer at their own expense. 
 

JB Explained that the Council did seek independent advice until 
2009. 
 
The experience demonstrated that the Council had spent a lot of 
money but with no real benefit. 
 
The Council also does not condition the CMS as it is not 
enforceable by the Planning department. Therefore the Council 
will continue relying on the professional integrity of the chartered 
structural engineer who signs the CMS. 
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SH Explained that neighbours can use the Party Wall Act to get an 
independent opinion. 
 

SL Paragraph 5.4 (2nd Bullet) – There is a strong case that the 
engineer who prepares the CMS supervises on site. 

 
JB Explained that this cannot be required legitimately by the 

Planning department. 
 

EL Pointed out that it is possible that the applicants get a better 
engineer (just because they have changed the engineer doesn’t 
necessarily mean that this would be a stepping down in terms of 
quality). 
 

SH Neighbours do have recourse outside of the Planning system. It 
does not matter if you change engineers as the method could 
change from the planning stage in any case. 
 

MB Figure 4 seems to suggest a sequential process. There should 
be an overlap. 
 

JG Explained it is useful to show a sequential process. 
 

RR Is only one borehole sufficient in the site investigation? 

JG Explained in some cases one is used to confirm what you 
already know. 
 

SH Pointed out the recent appeal decision with regard to borehole 
investigation. The wording in the SPD is more stringent than 
policy in this regard. 
 

JB Pointed out paragraph 5.7 as stating that a site investigation 
‘must’ be undertaken and that it ‘should’ be undertaken using 
boreholes on the application site. In the light of the 
precautionary principle we need to know the ground conditions 
of the site where basement is proposed. 
A borehole is not provided on the site itself the Council will need 
to look at the implications where this is not done on a case-by-
case basis. In other words other material considerations would 
have to be looked at, but this is not the policy. 
 

SH How someone designs a basement is very different from how 
people think it should be. A large site like De Vere- only 
managed to get two boreholes on the site. 
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JB Will consider the wording in 5.7. 

SH Trial pits – this requirement is more onerous than policy. (are 
there any notes recording what the Council said in relation to not 
refusing an application if these are not dug?) 
 

JG At least have one trial pit should be undertaken to have a 
reasonable assumption of ground conditions. 
 

SH Will alternative wording in response to paragraph 5.9 be 
provided? 
 

AW 5.15 should also include relationship to adjoining listed building. 
 
5.14 mentions history of on-going movement, but it should also 
include the reasons of why there is movement. 
 
5.15 and 5.22 issue of extensions as the extensions are also 
listed. 
 

F Managing Construction Impacts 

MB CTMP is a subject on its own. It needs to include more details of 
-  

• Timing 
• Duration 
• What is reported 
• How is the pre-application consultation with neighbours going to 

be operated? 
 

SH Becoming more prescriptive is not going to help 
 
With regard to pre-application consultation this still needs 
clarification. 
 
How do you expect developments to respond to local concerns? 
 

EL Good to know how applicants have responded to any local 
concerns following pre-application consultation. 
 

SL Will address in their rewrite of the Compact guidelines. It could 
be  done by replacing Q7 
 

FM Raised the issue of planning enforcement as this is not very 
strong. 
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JB Explained that FM was referring to an issue that is now in the 
past and the Council had expanded its enforcement team which 
was now very active and robust. 
 

SH Raised the query that why can’t changes be made during the 
planning application process. Withdrawing or refusing such 
applications just causes delays for applicants. 
 

JB This is a wider DM issue and the Council has to determine 
planning applications within the target time period. The Council 
offers pre-application advice so applicants can get their planning 
submission right the first time around. 
 

G Noise, vibration and dust 

SL Vermin also came up as a problem in their surveys. 
 

FM Asbestos was also an issue. 

EL Environmental Health deal with vermin and HSE deal with 
asbestos. 
 

MB The new working hours should also apply to skips and these 
should only be allowed for 5 days in the week. 
 

SH Raised again whether it was the intention to make the 
requirements more onerous for basements? He also made the 
point that introducing new requirements in the SPD as pointed 
out by the Planning Inspector opens the Council to legal 
challenges and appeals. 
 

IH Explained that the Council was producing a Code of 
Construction Practice (CoCP) and this is the document where 
the new Environmental Health requirements will be introduced. 
The information in Appendix 5 of the Basements SPD was 
anticipating the CoCP. He also explained the section 61 prior 
approval process. 
 

SH Page 77 - high impact could include a lot of tools such as cutting 
wood. 
6.27  - pointed out that small diggers can be very quiet 
 

H Trees 

    MB Replacement of trees was an issue. It is important to have the 
assurance that existing trees will be replaced if removed. 
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JB Queried where this has been an issue as the Council does 
require trees of amenity value are not removed to make way for 
development. It also requires replacement. 
 

MB Commented he is monitoring one example. 

JB Explained that replacement is normally required within the 1st 
planting season. Also that this can be secured through a 
planning condition. 
 

FM There is a problem with people cutting down trees. 

I Flooding/SuDS 

RR Raised the issue that concrete goes down sewers. 
  

• SuDS - 10 dwellings or more require approval by lead local flood 
authority (LLFA). 

• Basements require replacement of gravity system by pumps. 
 

MB Raised the issue that SuDS are connected to the sewer system 
and this defeats their purpose. 
 

SH Explained that SuDS are not allowed to connect to the sewer as 
then they are not SuDS. 
 

J Consolidated Checklist 

MB This is a very long list and should be broken down through the 
use of sub-headings. 
 

SH Refer to ASUC Guidelines. Westminster City Council has 
referred to ASUC in their guidance.  
 

JG Council documents such as the SPD should refer to statutory 
bodies rather than commercial bodies. 
 

SH ASUC-has 30/35 Companies/Members. 
 

IH Code of Construction Practice – It is planned to start 
consultation on a draft at the end of May and it will probably be 
a 12 week consultation. 
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